example). Yet it is achievable with long life-cycle species (sib analysis) and it does not require 72 lab-specific lineages. In this framework, the potential for adaptation is quantified through the 73 concept of heritability (Falconer and Mackay 1996) , which embraces two components: first the 74 amount of genetic variability and second the potential to transmit the differences sustaining this 75 variability. Testing these two prerequisites of Darwinian selection (variation and heredity) is in 76
fact imperative since what is genetically determined is not necessarily heritable due to the 77 possibility of non-additive genetic interactions, i.e. dominance and combined epistatic effects 78 (Falconer and Mackay 1996) . These mechanisms have been reported in the inheritance of 79 susceptibility to toxicants through polygenic epistatic systems (Woods and Hoffmann 2000) or 80 dominance effects (Labbé et al. 2007 ). Yet these two components (variation and heredity) are not 81 assessed in the former clone approach: in such specific cases the existence of genetically 82 determined variations is sufficient to guarantee the possibility of selection since transmissibility 83 from parents to offspring is obvious. Nevertheless the question of transmissibility has never been 84 elucidated in field populations for aquatic species with sexual reproduction. 85 ecotoxicological concerns with a case study. We chose the freshwater amphipod Gammarus 87 fossarum because we control the reproductive cycle of this long life-cycle species in the 88 laboratory: this offered the opportunity to produce individuals with known pedigrees for 89 quantitative genetics protocols. Moreover, Gammarus being a crustacean, we could refer to 90 studies conducted with daphnids (Baird et al. 1991; Barata, et al. 1998 Barata, et al. , 2000 Barata, et al. , 2002a Barata, et al. , 2002b agreeing with previous findings on the log-normal distribution of Cd-sensitivities in daphnids 168 (Barata et al. 1998 (Barata et al. , 2002b . 169
First, in order to test the existence of genetically determined differences in Cd-tolerance, 170 broods were compared in terms of survival time by means of non-parametric tests (Kruskal-171
Wallis rank sum tests). The brood effect, i.e. similarity among full sibs, was also quantified by 172 variance decomposition using linear mixed-effect models ( Figure 1A ). Kruskal-Wallis 210 rank sum tests concluded that these differences could not be explained only by a sampling effect 211 (induced by small and unequal brood sizes) in March and May (P < 10 -3 ). In April, however, a 212 weaker between-brood heterogeneity (P = 0.08) was observed ( Figure 1B) . The number of broods 213 considered here was too small to guarantee the detection of between-brood differences by means 214 of poorly powerful non-parametric tests. This is supported by the significant brood effect for the 215 three monthly data sets in the analysis of variance using linear mixed-effect models (see REML 216
estimators of variance components on Figure 1 ). We note that the 95% confidence intervals of the 217 REML estimators of the standard deviation associated with this brood effect are large; the limited 218 number of examined broods also explains this lack of precision. Nevertheless, these combined 219 results attest that there are significant differences in Cd-tolerance between broods. 220
Before concluding on the genetic determination of these toxicological differences, we first 221 ruled out a possible confounding effect related to neonate size. Even if a strong between-brood 222 heterogeneity in neonate size was detected (Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test: P < 10 Only the additive part of this genetic variance -heritability in the narrow sense (Falconer 244 and Mackay 1996) -can be regarded as a potential for genetic adaptation since dominance and 245 combined epistatic interactions are not transmissible between generations in the case of sexual 246 reproduction. Because the phenotypic similarity within half-sibs (contrary to full-sibs) translates 247 only a significant additive variance component (plus the probability of a maternal effect for 248 maternal half-sibs), we assessed the heritability of Cd-sensitivity within the sampled Gammarus 249 population by means of classical half-sib designs (Falconer and Mackay 1996) . Ten males, called 250 sires, were mated with two successive females, called dams, in order to produce 157 neonates 251 individually exposed to Cd (April and May; Supp. figure 1) . The results of this paternal half-sib 252 design demonstrate that the between-brood variability in neonate survival time is not significantly 253 explained by a between-male heterogeneity (Figure 2) . A likelihood ratio test of the linear mixed-254 effect models confirms the non-significant sire effect, in other words a weak similarity between 255 paternal half-sibs (Table 1) . We conclude that this pattern does not result from a confounding 256 effect induced by heterogeneity in experimental conditions between April and May (fixed month 257 effect; ANOVA: P > 0.05). Our initial conclusion was that Cd-tolerance is not heritable because 258 the major part of the genetic variance in Cd-sensitivity (brood effect) appears to be determined by 259 non-additive components. Analysis of the maternal half-sib design involving 269 individual 260 records of offspring from 11 dams mated with three successive sires (Supp. figure 1) corroborates 261 this finding: there was no significant resemblance within maternal half-sibs -i.e. a dam effect -262 (Figure 3; Table 2 ), and no confounding effect related to monthly heterogeneity in experimental 263 conditions could conceal this resemblance (fixed month effect; anova: P > 0.05). Furthermore, 264 the absence of a noticeable dam effect not only confirmed the weakness of the additive genetic 265 variance in offspring Cd-sensitivity but also revealed that no maternal effect (at least mother-266 specific deviations) contributes to the between-brood differences in Cd-tolerance, reinforcing the 267 hypothesis of genetic determination. 268
We also examined the possibility that lab rearing conditions select resistant breeders, 269 hence reducing inheritable genetic variation. From Figure 1 genetically determined variability in terms of potential to evolve resistance to prolonged acute 286 stress diverges: the quantitative genetics methodology applied here to assess whether these 287 genetic differences in lethal tolerance are heritable between generations (half-sib analyses) 288 reveals that the observed genetic variance in Cd-sensitivity is mostly explained by large non-289 additive variance components. As a consequence, the heritability in the narrow sense, which 290 quantifies responsiveness to selection, is negligible. 291
This failure to detect any significant additive genetic variance could result from the 292 restricted number of breeding pairs employed in the study, which could give rise to weak 293 statistical power. Nevertheless, this conclusion, even if based on a negative result, has to be 294 analysed considering the strong between-brood variability translating clearly detectable genetic 295 variability in our data set. We can therefore state that large non-additive genetic components are 296 present in the determination of lethal Cd-sensitivities within the sampled population, whereas 297 additive components in the observed genetic variance are weak. That leads to the preliminary 298 conclusion that such a population would not adapt genetically to prolonged acute Cd exposure 299 despite the existence of a significant genetic variability in Cd-sensitivity. Nevertheless, keeping 300 in mind that only a lethal response was considered in this pilot study, and that this parameter 301 considering that genetically determined differences in tolerance exist. Nevertheless, in view of 317 our findings, these observations could be explained by a weakness of additive components in the 318 genetic variance of lethal metal tolerance. In that case, the apparent adaptation (increased 319 tolerance in contaminated populations) would be a transitory state reached each year in field 320 populations due to the loss of sensitive clonal lineages. Therefore, because of a lack of 321 heritability, this state of apparent adaptation would disappear at each sexual reproduction event 322
occurring when ephippial eggs are produced before each winter in field populations. 323
From a broader perspective, the hypothesis of a weakness of additive components in the 324 variability of sensitivity to contaminants is also consistent with the reported similarity between 325 the range of sensitivities observed among different laboratory populations and the variability 326 among or within field populations (Barata 2002b ). This potentially explains why selective 327 processes related to laboratory rearing or to natural habitat conditions do not result through 328 pleiotropic effects in population divergence in terms of resistance to contaminants, whereas 329 genetic variability is attested. Strikingly, the importance of non-additive genetic components in 330 stress tolerance is also reported in other arthropods for the resistance against parasite infection 331 
